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Extreme makeover for Restaurant JOOST 

Modern Dutch kitchen  

Fresh daily local produce 

 

JOOST is the sublimely designed restaurant and bar within Hotel Vondel in Amsterdam which has 

recently undergone an inspired makeover. Not only has the menu been revamped, but the interior 

has also been completely restyled. The result is a delicious fusion of sophisticated contemporary 

design coupled with quirky hand-picked artworks.  

 

Embracing the Dutch kitchen, JOOST’s menu changes with the seasons to ensure all dishes can be 

prepared daily using fresh local produce. Imagine a wooden board laden with Dutch shrimps, smoked  

herring, eel and salmon. Or a typically Dutch charcuterie board bearing hand-made pâté from artisanal 

pastry chef Diny Schouten, ‘ossenworst’ (smoked beef sausage), and dried salami sourced from 

‘Baambrugge’, a nearby village. Other delights include a weekly-changing stamppot – a classic Dutch  
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stew. While delicious wines from home-grown vineyards and exquisite cocktails, infused with liquors 

from quintessential Dutch distilleries, complete the experience.  

 

JOOST is aptly named after the 17th-century Dutch poet and playwright Joost van den Vondel; the 

inspiration for the city’s famous park. In spring and summer, guests can enjoy lunch, dinner or drinks 

al fresco in its beautiful private garden. JOOST is open seven days a week (the kitchen is open from 

7.30am-10pm; the bar until 1am).  

 

More information: restaurantjoost.com 

 

 

About Vondel Hotels 

Vondel Hotels is an exclusive collection of 4-star hotels, luxury apartments and a b&nb, plus two stunning restaurants: all 

veritable draw-cards for business and leisure travellers alike. Each property bears the blueprint of hotelier and founder Arjen 

van den Hof who imbues each one with a simple yet remarkable concept: the creation of extraordinary interiors through an 

idiosyncratic clash of contemporary art and historical features. Throw outstanding hospitality and personal service into the 

mix and it’s easy to see why Vondel Hotels is so successful.  

 

The Vondel Hotels portfolio comprises: Hotel Vondel with restaurant JOOST, Hotel Roemer, b&nb Herengracht,  

Hotel JL Nº 76, Hotel De Hallen with restaurant Remise47, Apartments Prinsengracht and Apartments De Hallen. 

For more information please visit: vondelhotels.com  

 

Note to editors 

For more information about Restaurant JOOST, images and interviews, please contact Maren Veltmeijer, Marketing & PR 

Manager or Liesbeth Rinsema, Marketing Executive. 

E: marketing@vondelhotels.com 

T:  +31 (0)20 51 50 470 

M: +31 (0) 6 46 06 63 01 
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